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Abstract—Traditional
supervised
machine
learning
techniques require training on large volumes of data to acquire
efficiency and accuracy. As opposed to traditional systems Active
Learning systems minimizes the size of training data significantly
because the selection of the data is done based on a strong
mathematical model. This helps in achieving the same accuracy
levels of the results as baseline techniques but with a
considerably small training dataset. In this paper, the active
learning approach has been implemented with a modification
into the traditional system of active learning with version space
algorithm. The version space concept is replaced with the divisive
analysis (DIANA) algorithm and the core idea is to pre-cluster
the instances before distributing them into training and testing
data. The results obtained by our system have justified our
reasoning that pre-clustering instead of the traditional version
space algorithm can bring a good impact on the accuracy of the
overall system’s classification. Two types of data have been
tested, the binary class and multi-class. The proposed system
worked well on the multi-class but in case of binary, the version
space algorithm results were more accurate.
Keywords—Active learning; machine learning; pre-clustering;
semi-supervised learning

I.

INTRODUCTION

Machine learning plays a vital role in the concepts and
models that are related to artificial intelligence. It can be
simply defined as a procedure, which makes the computers so
intelligent that they can assist the human in some of the most
difficult and time-consuming tasks, like decision-making,
forecasting, pattern recognition etc. The most distinguishing
feature of machine learning is that it empowers the machine to
learn how to behave and react in a certain situation based on
the rules and patterns it drew from the training dataset.
We are living in a world exploding with information. Data
is everywhere in the form of, tweets on social networks,
comments/reviews on popular blogs, threads on networks,
daily publications and news feeds to name only a few sources.
The need of the hour is to make our information systems so
intelligent that they can extract, transform and reproduce this
huge volume of data into a form useful for analysis and
prediction. For example, consider a disease discovery system.
A disease has certain sets of symptoms and after effects. This
information can get updated if we are able to continuously
extract new and unique information from the data which is
being stored and updated in the patient‟s history.
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The classification of text is the process of assigning a set
of predefined categories to the document on the basis of
content present in the document by Yang & Liu [16].
Classification could be on the basis of labeled data. The
volume of which may vary according to the method used. One
of the shortcomings of labeled data is that it is not readily
available. The process of labeling data is an expensive task as
it involves a lot of human effort. This problem brought new
areas of research and most popular of them are SemiSupervised Learning and Active Learning. They both aim at
solving the problem of labeling unlabeled data by using a
significantly small volume of labeled data [18].
Active Learning is a technique of semi-supervised
machine learning which enables the learning algorithm to
query a user interactively and be able to infer desired outputs
for newly admitted data.
Active Learning can be implied on many domains where
we have large amount of unlabeled data present and labeling
tends to be a hard issue in terms of cost, time, and human
effort; for example, in drug discovery [14], natural language
processing [10], information extraction [9], information
retrieval [15] and many more.
II. A REVIEW OF SEMI SUPERVISE LEARNING
Semi supervise learning is the basis of most of the active
learning techniques. Semi-supervised learning and active
learning both tackle the problem of dealing with unlabeled
data with only a small volume of labeled data [19].
Many studies have been undertaken for the purpose of
comparison between supervise learning and semi-supervise
learning like Zhu & Wu [18] proposed a technique for
handling noisy datasets. The researchers mainly focused on
improving cost sensitive classification. They started by
applying a general classification strategy that integrated the
misclassification of cost for noise handling. Then they boosted
up their research by bringing a semi-supervise classification
type strategy in which the noise detection results were added
to the training iteration by iteration and the accuracy of overall
system in noise identification was improved. The major focus
in their work was given to the cost of expensive classes, which
was actually giving all the focus to some of the classes while
the others were being neglected. This could cause inaccuracy
in the calculation of the predicted value of the most important
class; therefore, causing all the results to become
unpredictable.
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Machine learning gains efficiency using active learning as
it reduces the human effort required for labeling the
vectors/instances. It gives the system liberty to choose the
vectors/instances that will be labeled. This is achieved by
defining a selection criterion for the vector, which would be
labeled and then used as training set for the classifier. In this
way, the input domain of the classifier can be defined
efficiently.

Fig. 1. A semi-supervise learning model.

The Semi-Supervise learning process can be well
explained with a diagram. Fig. 1 depicts a structure of semisupervise learning. On the top we have the unlabelled data
having just one attribute and that is the feature vector which
contains details of the features of the data other than class. A
portion of the unlabelled data is selectively chosen and labeled
by a human expert. This labeled data goes to the machine
learning algorithm enabling it to learn a mathematical model
from it. Next the remaining portion of unlabeled data is fed to
that algorithm in the form of testing data. The algorithm then
predicts the expected labels of the data according to its
prediction model.
Semi supervised learning has received a lot of attention in
the field of clinical research. Automated text analysis
specifically in electronic health records (EHR) using natural
language processing and machine learning have become very
popular in the recent decade [13]. The paper proposed an
automated system for selecting clinical records that could
contain valuable information regarding disease diagnosis or
regarding the symptoms of some disease. The classifier was
trained on the records of numerous patients diagnosed with a
disease. The major advantage of the proposed system was that
it did not require any human effort. The proposed model could
achieve good efficiency as it was trained based on careful
selection of the training data.
III. LITERATURE REVIEW
The term active learning gained popularity among
researchers in the 1980s [1] and since then it is a very rich
area of research. The main idea proposed by Angluin [1] was
that the learner may have the option to ask queries that might
be related to its membership (For example, is this instance
member of A class or not.), relevance (For example, is this
instance related to this class or not?) etc. The learner alters the
value of instances by asking queries and thus after a specified
number of iterations a model can be generated.

Active Learning can be classified into two modes, single
and batch mode. Therefore, the first step is selection of mode.
Next is the selection of a suitable active learning technique.
Two of the active learning techniques popularly used are: Pool
Based Active Learning and Stream Based Active Learning.
Pool based active learning as the name suggests, works for a
large pool of unlabeled data while the stream based active
learning works dynamically for a live stream of unlabeled
data. Our proposed model will work on a large pool of
unlabeled data. Finally, we are left with the selection of
approach/strategy for active learning by which the sample of
training data will be selected. The most common active
learning strategies are „error reduction strategy for sample
selection‟, „uncertainty based strategies for sample selection‟,
„uncertainty sampling with Bias‟, „uncertainty sampling with
prediction‟ and „relevance based strategies for sample
selection‟. The strategy that we have followed in our work is
the uncertainty based sample selection.
Biswas & Parikh [2] has proposed an active learning
system following an attribute based feedback process in which
the learner not only queries for the labels of the instances but
the human expert also gives his feedback about the query.
This established an interactive connection between human and
machine and this project was further applied for image
classification. The human expert played the role of a
supervisor to teach visual concepts to a machine. For example,
for a certain image, the learner says, “This is a garden, what
do you say?” the supervisor might respond saying, “No, this is
too open to be a garden”. After getting the feedback of the
supervisor, they also introduced a weighing schema for
checking the likelihood of any image; thus, enhancing the
active learning process.
Active Learning supports multiple instance learning [17]
and this process is being commonly adopted because research
is now shifting from working on a single instance to a bag of
multiple instances. Moving on to the bag instead of single
instance can be risky in terms of computational cost. To
overcome this problem Yuan & Liu [17] proposed a model of
pairwise similarity based instance reduction for Multiple
Instance Learning (MIP). The process was dependent on the
similarity among the instances within a bag, which was named
as training bag. Better performance could be achieved if pair
of instances without using the concept of bags was used.
Hu et al. [4] used a simple active learning process for
selecting the most informative query that was created with the
help of support vector machine. The overall process worked in
the binary class domain and initially it started with two
instances in the hyper plane, one positive and the other
negative. As the process continued, the values of hyper plane
kept changing and the instances were selected according to
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their minimal distance from the hyper plane. The overall
system‟s accuracy was above 90 percent and a major
contribution of the new system was that, it was not working on
an artificial dataset as the dataset was being assigned a proper
location near or far from the hyper plane.
Our proposed model is very similar to this work and to
summarize the entire process we begin with a large pool of
unlabeled data and follow a batch mode of active learning
technique by which we selected a certain number of vectors as
training data and applied pool based active learning on it.
Finally, the uncertainty based sample selection procedure was
used on the tested vectors that our classifier labeled according
to its model.
SVM is one of the most popular and frequently used
classification Models. According to a statistical learning
theory it is the best classification technique for binary
classification. Apart from performing just binary
classification, this classifier if merged with some other active
learning approaches could give better results in multi-class
systems as well.
IV. ISSUES REGARDING DESIGNING OF ACTIVE LEARNING
ALGORITHM

that is used for AL only and in most cases, it uses the typical
classifiers that are used for machine learning. There are many
classifiers available for supervising learning tasks but the
selection of a problem specific classifier is very critical. For
example, if we have to do active learning for document
classification then we will have to explore which classifiers
perform well in that domain.
V. ACTIVE LEARNING SCENARIOS
According to the fore mentioned concept of supervised
learning, a random set of training data was always being
selected for the classification but it was actually stopping the
performance of overall system at some point. To overcome
this issue, the term active learning was developed which
actually gave the freedom of selecting the most informative
training data for some valid requirements. Two most general
scenarios of active learning that are used in majority of the
active learning systems are: Pool Based Active Learning and
Stream Based Active Learning.
A. Stream based Selective Sampling
The stream based selective sampling is utilized when we
do not have static data and the learner has to process a
continuous stream of data.

The process of Active Learning starts with some
preliminary decisions that are required for a successful
implementation of an AL system. The tools and algorithm
used for the active learning procedure will be discussed in the
later section. First point of concern is to deal with some issues
that are common for all learning algorithms.

From Fig. 2, it can be seen that the learner, which is any
algorithm is getting a dynamic stream of unlabeled data. At
first it gives the data directly to the human expert for labelling
but once it gets trained on a model then it decides by itself
whether to give it to human expert or discard it being
unimportant.

The first issue is related to defining some selection criteria
for choosing unlabeled data. Mostly, it is done randomly
because at start, we just predict a small sample to be
informative and then after applying our technique we dig out
where the good ones are located. This work can also be done
by Pre-clustering, which requires some solid boundaries for
picking the informative vectors.

The work done by Kapoor & Horvitz [5] is based on
discarding, caching and then recalling the samples in active
learning. They have performed the classification in stream
based environment. The main idea of the paper was based on
the observation that dynamic data like handwriting recognition
data may vary over time so instead of discarding data after
labeling we must have some recall function that may ask for
the label of same data after some iteration. Their stream based
setting was repeatedly based on decisions of removing data
from active stream, then caching those decisions and then
recalling that data later in future. It was found that the
proposed setup was very beneficial for learning especially
when we have to update our model for the new coming data.

Second issue is to decide the size of the initial training set.
The size of the training set is very important, as the
performance of the classifier depends on how well it is
trained. If we take a small subset of data from a particular
dimension, then our classifier will be bounded in its decisions.
This problem does not arise in incremental Learning as the
training set incrementally gets appended by new and
informative examples. For selective learning, this issue
requires attention because based on initial training set the
classifier will recognize the patterns/features and will perform
the later tasks.
Third issue is to define the stopping criterion. The stopping
criteria can be pre-defined and post-defined. In most cases, we
see that stopping criterion is developed when observations
have been made on the initial selection of data. A very general
stopping criterion of this type is the one which checks for the
performance of trained classifier after each iteration and then
it stops the overall system when the classifiers performance
ceases to improve.
Fourth issue is the selection of classification algorithm.
Active learning mostly doesn‟t have any particular classifier

Fig. 2. Stream based active learning model.
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Stream based sampling often faces the challenge of
deciding whether to label a given instance or not. A possible
solution to this issue could be the informativeness of the
instance, which happens to be our central research idea. This
could be done through selective sampling algorithm a
discussion on these algorithms will be done the following
section.
Another very interesting observation in the domain of
stream based selective sampling was that some researchers
were using this to enhance the pool based active learning.
Moskovitch & Nissim [8] have done selective sampling in
order to enhance their SVM classifier, which was working
mainly on the pool of unlabeled data. An online detection
system for the unknown computer worms was developed and
the data was taken by monitoring 323 computer features
which were later reduced to 20 after feature selection. The
stream based sampling was actually utilized to get the realtime records and the performance was observed to be
considerably improved after the addition of active learning
with the simple SVM classification.
The term active learning has been utilized in the context of
exploration and exploitation by Loy & Hospedales [6]. They
developed a system that worked opposite to the previously
used heuristics method in Bayesian classification. According
to them if the process of classifying the image and videos was
extensively used it could produce better results. A learner
would be fed ambiguous instances constantly while a human
expert would keep on labeling. Both activities would take
place simultaneously. This process continues until the entire
posterior distribution of classes have been utilized. During this
process a committee of previous hypothesis was made. Thus,
two hypotheses were created for each instance. If the classifier
showed disagreement on both hypothesis, then that instance
would be directed to the human expert for labeling. Next the
instance that got labeled by human annotator would be sent to
the classifier as training data. This model outperformed all the
previous stream based active learning systems but a limitation
in the system was that, it did not handle noisy data well. Thus,
in case of any noise in the data the hypothesis might get
affected and cause the overall system‟s accuracy to
deteriorate. The system can be further enhanced by tackling
the noise in online streams of data.
By the time, the advancement in areas of research is
bringing new concepts into the domain of active learning. The
area of concept drifting was introduced under the stream based
active learning range. As we know that the data in streams
carries the requirement of getting predictions in real time and
here the main issue that can arise is concept drifting. So the
learning should be so strong and adaptive that instances don‟t
get wasted from memory without getting labeled. In the paper
by Zliobait & Bifet [20] three active learning strategies had
been adopted to overcome the above-mentioned problem. The
three concepts are based on uncertainty, randomization and
dynamic allocation of data. The results proved that the
proposed strategies of splitting data according to concept drift
performed very well especially when the labeling resources
are very small.

B. Pool based Active Learning
Real time data is available in huge volumes. The task of
labeling this data belonging to various domains gave rise to
the concept of Pool Based Active Learning. Usually queries
are drawn from the pool which is non-static in their nature, but
this is not always the case as there can be presence of dynamic
data at some instances. The major difference between stream
based and pool based active learning is that the first one
sequentially goes through all the data while the latter deals
with multiple instances at a time in the form of a huge pool of
data.
Pool based active learning has been performed in many
real-world scenarios, like Text classification, image
classification, disease diagnosis, speech recognition etc. Much
of the work in active learning is done by the technique of pool
based, Maccallum & Migham [7] have utilized it for reducing
the cost of labeling for a huge set of unlabeled data. The
model of (Query by Committee) QBC was extended with the
key aim of getting the density of the document explicitly at the
time of selecting the examples for labeling. They proposed a
probabilistic framework that was based on the EM algorithm
in addition to the typical active learning framework. The
combination of density weighing methods and EM with active
learning methods proved that the accuracy of the system could
be improved by having a small training dataset. A limitation to
this system was the density estimation which is difficult to
calculate especially when dealing with high dimensional data.
The work could be further improved by combining the
concept of poor probability with the density weight scheme.
The techniques for interleaving EM and active learning could
also be explored to improve performance.
Ganti & Gray [3] used pool based active learning to
overcome the problem of binary classification. The proposed
system was named as UPAL (Unbiased Pool-based Active
Learning) which tries to minimize the unbiased estimator of
risk. The proposed system was developed assuming there was
no noise in the data and it only worked towards unbiased
sampling of the labeled data. This made the model quite rigid
as such requirements were hardly ever satisfied by real time
data.
Pool based active learning can be carried out for a single
instance selection mode or multiple instance selection mode.
Wang & Kwong [11] performed the Pool Based Active
Learning for Multiple Instance selection criteria. The work
was performed on MNIST handwritten data and almost 100
bags were created from the whole pool of unlabeled data. The
Multi-criteria decision-making procedures were applied for
the selection of bags with the help of active ranking. It was
seen that the bag margin based active learning outperformed
the random sampling as well as the simple SVM active
Learning procedures.
VI. INSTANCE/ VECTOR SELECTION
Once the active learning technique, whether Pool Based or
Stream Based Active Learning, is selected the next stage is
selection of the most informative instances. For the Selection
of instances, many strategies have been applied in active
learning some of which are „Error reduction/estimation based
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strategies‟, „uncertainty Based strategies‟, „Uncertainty
sampling with prediction‟, „Uncertainty sampling with bias‟,
„Inconsistency based uncertainty sampling‟, „Relevance based
selection strategies‟ etc.
In our work, we have focused on uncertainty based sample
selection strategies. According to the concept of Query by
Committee (QBC) algorithm, a committee of classifiers is
developed and trained on different training data. Then a Test
data is provided to all classifiers for the sake of predicting
class labels. After that the labels of all classifiers are
compared and the instances which carry highest value of
uncertainty are selected for first querying the human expert
and then being added into the training data of main active
learning classifier.
The selection strategy of an active learner mostly revolves
around two concepts: one is Query Construction and the other
is Selective Sampling
A. Query Construction
In query construction an arbitrary value is given to a query
which is then forwarded to the expert for labeling. The
arbitrary value chosen is mostly the extreme possibility of any
situation and is well suited for the purpose of training the
learner system. For example, if we are required to classify a
document we will either add the exact keyword (required to
keep the document as a member of certain class) in the
arbitrary query or we will give it extreme negative keywords
that might be slightly related to the keyword of that class.
Query construction is not applicable in most of the
classification problems as it is based on the system‟s/ expert‟s
knowledge rather than being based on patterns found in the
data.
B. Selective Sampling
A relatively more practical approach than query
construction is the selection sampling. This approach proceeds
by selecting the query from the large pool of unlabeled data.
In in this approach the learners‟ select queries from the dataset
provided and then forward it to the expert for labeling. Thus,
labeling is done on real time data rather than arbitrary data
making the training process more authentic.

The version space algorithm processes a given pool of data
based on two hypotheses. According to hypothesis one: it
labeled all the data instances as positive while the second
hypothesis labeled all the data instances as negative. Two
separate SVMs were trained on the dataset from both of these
hypotheses and then the testing of those SVMs was performed
on the same data. According to concept of QBC both the
classifiers give their classification results for testing data. The
conflicting data was collected in separate metric and an
inconsistency value was added as a feature to all that data. For
training, the member with higher inconsistency value was
selected for being labeled by the human expert. Finally, the
labelled instances were provided to the final classifier as
training data.
The modifications made to the base work has been
discussed in the next section.
VII. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
The Active Learning task is always initiated with a random
training data which later gets updated with each iteration. The
initial data was selected so as to represent data from all the
areas of the pool and for that purpose equal volume of data
had been provided from each of the cluster that were
generated by the DIANA algorithm. A working model of
DIANA is shown in Fig. 3.
The Learning of the classifiers continues until it has added
a pre-defined number of training vectors after which the
process of learning terminates. The testing was done
iteratively by assigning different sizes of training data L. Since
the data gets selected randomly on each iteration that‟s why
the results generated were different from each other on each
run. We checked for the consistency of the results and they
were found to be quite consistent for most of the instances.
Pool of
Unlabelled Data
STOP

Selection
Pool U

SVM
DIANA
TESTING
U - L*

This research also focused on the selective sampling
technique and but before that we applied a pre-clustering
technique. Pre- Clustering technique divides the data into as
many clusters as possible and then the query is selected by
taking one, two or more members from each cluster. Preclustering assists the active learner to get trained on data
coming from each data distribution therefore, various types of
data get labelled and classified making the learning process
very robust.
Before going into the details of the proposed system, we
will discuss the base work by Wang & Kwong [12] which has
been implemented in the experiments of this research. Wang
& Kwong [12] followed the same procedure for finding the
inconsistency based active learning but they worked on the
version space concept of general to specific ordering. The GS
ordering is always performed on binary class data. We on the
other hand have tried to extend this model to work with multiclass data.
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System architecture for active learning with divisive analysis.
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Since we started with the idea of keep our training dataset
as small as possible we initially restricted the value of L to be
90. However, since the number of vectors in binary data are
usually high therefore the value of L was raised to become
120.
The first and foremost task of this proposed architecture is
the handling of noisy data. We have applied the procedure of
Mean Average for tackling the missing values in the data. This
allowed us to fill in all the missing values with the mean value
of the remaining parameters.
To validate the performance of our proposed system, we
did a comparison of our classifier with existing real time
labeled data and after that the accuracy of the system was
calculated.
VIII. DIVISIVE ANALYSIS (DIANA)
We selected a hierarchical clustering algorithm for our
model. In simple clustering data is divided into a number of
groups that are based on the similarity between objects but in
hierarchical clustering a proper hierarchy of objects is built.
The unique feature of our work is the pre-clustering in which
the divisive analysis-s algorithm is used. In this algorithm we
create a hierarchy of clusters. Traditionally used clustering is
not applied here because we want to get as many clusters as
the level of resolution among the data allows us. Another
reason for not using simple clustering methodology is that the
initial number of cluster are unknown at the start of the
process. This problem can be rectified by hierarchical
clustering which gives us the freedom of choosing N number
of steps to produce a suitable number of clusters for our
analysis.
The DIANA algorithm is applied here to check for inter
cluster similarity among two are more chief clusters. In
DIANA the hierarchy is created in the inverse order, we start
from the most general form in which we have two clusters and
then from those clusters we move on to as many clusters as
possible. DIANA initially starts with one cluster which
contains all the data instances. On every iteration the larger
clusters split up into two clusters and this process continues
until every object belongs to its own cluster. The whole
hierarchy in DIANA is built up in N-1 steps.
The Overall algorithm of DIANA proceeds as follows.
1) Get the objects having highest level of dissimilarity
with all other objects and this becomes the splinter group.
2) For every object „i' compute the following formula:

5) The cluster having the largest diameter will get selected
as the largest dissimilarity between any of the two objects.
Next, this cluster will get further divided.
6) All the above steps will keep on being repeated until
we get one object in each cluster.
IX. MULTILEVEL CLASSIFICATION VIA SUPPORT VECTOR
MACHINE
Support Vector Machine commonly known as simply
SVM is basically a binary classifier but it can be turned into a
multiclass classifier by combining some of its‟ approaches.
Following is a discussion on some of the variants of SVM:
A. Multi-SVM
The main classifier of SVM was developed in 1995 by
Cortes and Vapnik and since then it has proven to be one of
the best classifiers for binary classification of data. The main
concept behind SVM is to plot the whole data on a high
dimension space and try to bring a maximum margin
hyperplane among the sets of data.
Some of the common approaches for the multi-SVM are:
 One Against one
 One against All
 DAGSVM
In this study, we have followed the one against all
approach which is described in the next section.
B. One against All
SVM was primarily designed for binary classification
problem but then it was extended to work with multiple
classes. One Against All is an extension of SVM in which we
construct k SVM models that deal with k number of classes.
Suppose we have an ith SVM which is trained on ith class that
has all instances of positive labels and all other examples with
negative labels. Now if we are provided with the training data,
l , which is in the form
Where,

xi  Rn , i  1.......l and yi {1,......, k} , which is
xi
th

actually the class of
following problem.

min wi , bi ,  i

Di  [average d (i, j ) j  Rspl int ergroup ]  [average d (i, j ) j  Rspl int ergroup ]

3) Let‟s suppose we have an object h for which we have
to calculate the distance Dh using the above-mentioned
formula. If the value of D h is largest and also if it is positive,
then we can say that h is close to the splinter group but on an
average.
4) The 2nd step is repeated until we get all the values of Dh
to be negative. At this point the whole pool will get divided
into two groups.

( x1 , y1 ).........( xi , yi )

. The i

SVM will now solve the

l
1
( wi )T wi  C   ij
2
j 1

( wi )T  ( x j )  bi  1   ij , if

yj  i

( wi )T  ( x j )  bi  1   ij , if

yj  i

 ij  0, j  1,....., l
Where, C is the penalty parameter in the above mentioned
equations and the function

 is actually mapping the data xi
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on the higher dimensional space. In the above equation the
main part is minimizing the

1 i T i
(w ) w
2
which actually shows that we should maximize the

2 / || wi || margin between the two groups of data. The main
aim behind the SVM classification was to search for a balance
between the regularization term

1 i T i
(w ) w
2
.
After finishing with the above mentioned problem the k
decision functions were checked.

( w1 )T  ( x)  b1

.

( wk )T  ( x)  b k
Now we can say that z is the class, which has the largest
number of decision functions:

class of z  arg max i 1,....,k (( wi )T  ( z )  bi )
X. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
For the demonstration of the results achieved by the
proposed method, two datasets have been used. The
comparison has been made with the study conducted by Wang
& Kwong [12] who applied inconsistency based active
learning with the help of version space‟s general to specific
ordering. The Key objective of this work is actually the
comparison of version space with divisive analysis (DIANA
Algorithm). Some of the features of our proposed system are
the handling of missing values with the help of average mean
formula and the comparison of final classifier‟s results with
the actual values of the data and then calculating the overall
accuracy. The datasets were taken from the UCI machine
repository and the details of both datasets are represented in
Tables 1 and 2.

Variables to be predicted
TABLE II.
Dataset Details
Total Attributes
Missing values
Instances/Vectors
Attribute types
Variables to be detected

XII. RESULTS

As we have worked for the betterment of accuracy and
decrease in the computational cost so the results have been
shown in terms of time consumed on each iteration and then
the accuracies attained in each iteration with different volumes
of „L‟ which is the training data.
The results have been obtained from the classifier in
different iterations, as on each iteration, the classifier chooses
random available data and thus the accuracy may vary.
Although random results are generated after each run but
accuracy still remains better than the base method. This leads
us to believe that the base system (Active Learning with
Version Space) is not iterative in nature as the classifier
always gives the same accuracy and performance regardless of
the length of execution. Fig. 4 shows a graph for all the values
of L for which we have tested both systems.

100

base multi
prop multi

50

base binary
0

prop binary

20 40 60 80 100 120

Fig. 4. Accuracies of both systems with binary and multi-class data.

XIII. OVERALL CLASSIFICATION ACCURACIES OF BOTH
SYSTEMS ON MULTICLASS DATA

USER KNOWLEDGE MODELING DATASET

Dataset Details
No. of attributes
No. of instances /vectors
Attribute Characteristics
Missing Values

Gendat function is used to generate data randomly for
testing and training; according to that 70 per cent data is used
randomly for training and 30 per cent for testing. Random
selection of the instances follows the prior probability of the
class. So the estimation of the sample that would be selected
from the particular class is equal to P*N, where P is the prior
probability of the class. And N, is the percentage of the data
for training.

The Classification work is performed under MATLAB
R2010a and the „SVMtrain‟ and „SVMPredict‟ functions have
been used from LibSVM. The Algorithm has been executed
on a computer with 2.13GHz Intel Core i3 processor with
2 GB memory and Windows 7, 64-bit Operating System.

And the errors obtained while training the data.

TABLE I.

XI. TRAINING AND TESTING DATA

5 Plus class
259
Integer
No
Knowledge level of use (very low,
low, middle, high)
PIMA INDIAN DIABETES DATASET

From the results shown in Table 3 and Fig. 5, we can
observe that the rate of accuracy is increasing with the
increasing values of „L‟. It is also noticeable that the proposed
classifier‟s accuracy is better than the base method‟s classifier.
TABLE III.

ACCURACIES IN TERMS OF PERCENTAGES OF BOTH SYSTEMS
WITH DIFFERENT VALUES OF L ON MULTI-CLASS DATA

Method

8 Plus class
Yes
768
Numeric
Presence /Absence of Disease

AL with
version
space
AL with
Divisive
Analysis

L=2
0

L=3
0

L=4
0

L=5
0

L=6
0

L=7
0

L=8
0

L=9
0

41.2
5

45.3
3

68.0
6

64.2
9

72.0
6

67.1
6

74.6
0

72

41.2
5

57.8
7

53.3
7

64.2
5

72.5

75.7
5

84.2
5

85.6
9
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Accuracies

Time Calculated for MultiClass Data
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Base Method

6

7

8

0
L=90 L=80 L=70 L=60 L=50 L=40 L=30 L=20

Proposed Method

Volumes of Training Data 'L'

Fig. 5. Accuracies of both system on multiclass data.

AL with DIANA

Another significant observation is that for L=20 the
accuracies of both the systems were same and the obtained
accuracies after following 10 iterations also came out to be
same. This may be because of the value of L=20 instances out
of 258 instances proved to be an extremely small sample size
and so the actual performance gain of the proposed algorithm
could not be accurately measured. This is the reason both
algorithms have run to a level that is similar to the normal
classification and because of this the results of each iteration
obtained from both of the algorithms stays the same.

Fig. 7. Calculated time for both systems in multi-class enviornment.

Time Calculated for Binary
Data
100
0
L=120 L=110 L=100 L=90 L=80 L=70
Volumes of Training Data 'L'
AL with DIANA
AL with version Space

XIV. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF BASELINE AND
PROPOSED CLASSIFIERS ON BINARY DATA
In the previous section, we discussed the performance of
our classifier with respect to a user knowledge database which
happened to be multiclass database. In this section, we will
discuss the results obtained for Pima Indian Diabetes database
which is a binary class database. From the results depicted in
Table 4 and Fig. 6, a clear comparison of our technique can be
seen for both the binary data and the multiclass data.
TABLE IV.

AL with
version
space
AL with
Divisive
Analysis

ACCURACIES IN TERMS OF PERCENTAGES OF BOTH SYSTEMS
WITH DIFFERENT VALUES OF L ON BINARY DATA
L=70

L=80

L=90

L=100

L=110

L=120

46.03

55.55

56.37

61.90

69.84

72.22

44.26

49.20

53.17

62.69

65.87

67.46

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

AL with version Space

Fig. 8. Calculated time for both systems in binary enviornment.

The results obtained on the binary data are not up to the
mark as in most of the cases the proposed method is lagging
behind the base method. The dataset here consisted of 768
vectors and the sample amount of training data that we have
chosen to represent the results of our technique, ranges
between 70 and 120. It can be clearly viewed that in most of
the cases the accuracy of proposed method is below the
accuracy of the base method when working with binary data.
Apart from the accuracies another major challenge of this
work was the computational cost in terms of time. It has been
noticed that although the proposed system with DIANA
clustering has not attained a good consistency in the accuracy
for the binary data, but as shown in Fig. 7 and 8, on both types
of data, the calculated time of the proposed system was better
than the base system and this was even more consistent as
compared to the accuracies.
XV. CONCLUSION

BASE

L=120

L=110

L=100

L=90

7=80

L=70

PROPOSE
D

Fig. 6. Accuracies of both system on binarydata.

From the experimental setup, it has been observed that the
proposed technique which is basically the implementation of
pre-clustering approach in active learning brings an
observable change in the performance of the overall
classification of the system. The main idea behind any active
learning system is to reduce the computation cost & time. The
proposed idea is an effort to improve the performance of the
baseline classifier. We begin with the assumption that, if the
classifier gets trained on a logical group of data rather than
one based on random assumption then its accuracy can be
improved. This hypothesis was further validated to be correct
for the multi-class data.
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On the other hand, the proposed model did not produce
any performance gain for the binary data. It was observed that
the version space algorithm works better on binary data. A
disadvantage of version space algorithm as stated by Zhu [19]
is that it does not work well in cases where there is noise
found in the data and also in the case when the learning
concept tends to be disjunctive in nature. The major
contribution of this research is the comparison of version
space with multiclass clustering and as stated above the results
have shown that the multiclass clustering performs better in
case of data with multiple classes but in the case of binary data
the version space algorithm performed better.

[5]

The aim behind the usage of version space or DIANA is to
minimize the cost of classification system and in our work.
We pre-clustered the data according to divisive analysis
clustering (DIANA) procedure and then train the classifier on
a fixed ratio of vectors from each cluster. This approach
brings a training data that carries member from each group of
the given pool of data and thus the classifier trained on this
diverse data shows better performance than the classifier that
gets trained on a supposed group of data. The volume of
training data was also reduced considerably.

[9]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[10]

[11]
[12]

[13]

XVI. FUTURE WORK
The traditional concept of active learning follows the
selection of instances and asks the user to label those instances
but with the same technique and with the same proposed
method one can extend this work for the feature selection. The
feature selection phenomenon can be used individually for any
research and it can also get summed up with the instance
selection as well.
We have worked on the pool based active learning
scenario but the work can be extended in almost the same way
for the stream based active learning scenario which works for
the dynamically coming data streams.
[1]
[2]

[3]

[4]
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